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Asymptotics of Special Functions and 
the Central Limit Theorem on 
the Space $” of Positive n x n Matrices 
AUDREY TERRAS* 
When II = 3 using methods similar to the author’s ( 19x3, J. ,Mu//i~urrurc~ Ard 15, 
261~.276). an analog of the central limit theorem is obtained for rotation-invariant 
random variables on the space .& of positive II x n real matnces (the symmetrrc 
space of the general linear group GLtn. W) of II x II nonsmgular real matrices). 
The necessary results from harmonic analysts on .Y,, are sketched. / 14X7 Ac.idrmw 
Prer,. lnc 
1. RANDOM VARIABLES AND HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON .+f,. 
In 120, 2 I ] we used harmonic analysis on the Poincare upper half plane 
to obtain a central limit theorem for rotation-invariant random variables 
on that space, which is the symmetric space of SL(2. R), the speck1 lirzeur 
group of 2 x 2 real matrices of determinant one. Here we aim to generalize 
the result to the symmetric space of the gerleral linear group GL(n, R) of 
)I x II nonsingular real matrices, at least in the case II = 3. We will hnd that 
there is a significant difference between the situation for GL(3, R) and that 
for SL(2, R). The limiting density is not the same as the fundamental 
solution of the heat equation (see Theorem 3 in Section 3). 
The symmetric S~UCC corresponding to G will be realized as 
A$,= (YER ‘I y ” j ‘Y = Y, Y positive I. Here ’ Y = transpose Y. And Y positive 
means that Y[.I+] = ‘.\-YX > 0 for every column vector x E R” ~ 0. 
The action of g E G = GL(n, R ) on YE $ is defined by 
YH Y[g] = ‘gYg. (1.1) 
AMS 1980 subject classifications: 43A85. 60F02. 
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One can show easily that if K= O(n) is the orthogonal group of matrices 
gc G such that ‘gg = I, we can identify Pn and the quotient or 
homogeneous space K\G via 
The space $ is a Riemannian manifold using the arc length 
ds’ = Tr( ( Y ’ dY)‘) for Y= (.,,), Gr.,sn, dY= (4v,,ll G,.,s,z. (1.2) 
It is not hard to see that this arc length is invariant under the action (1.1). 
The details of this and other calculations needed to understand harmonic 
analysis on $, can be found, for example, in Helgason [S-l I], Maass 
[16], or Terras [22]. 
The geodesics in .T, are curves minimizing the distance defined using 
( 1.2). Geodesics connecting the identity I and YE .“p, have the form 
exp(tX) = 1 y if Y=expX. 
I, > 0 
for t~jW. O<t< 1, and 
XEp={XEiWJ’~“I’X=X~. (1.3) 
Any other geodesic segment can be obtained from such a one by the action 
of some gE G. Here p is the tangent space to gn at I. 
The space q9, is a symmetric space because it is a Riemannian manifold 
with a geodesic-reversing isometrv CJ r at each point YE $,. In particular, 
a,(W)= W ’ and cr, can be found using the action of GL(n, [w). The 
classification of symmetric spaces goes back to Cartan (see Helgason 
[8--101). There are four main types, including compact Lie groups. We 
consider only certain noncompact symmetric spaces coming from noncom- 
pact real Lie groups here. Thanks to the work of mathematicians such as 
Cartan, Weyl, Harish-Chandra, and Helgason, these symmetric spaces are 
a reasonable universe for harmonic analysis. 
Of course, there have been many applications of analysis on :yn to mul- 
tivariate statistics. See, for example, Anderson [ 11, Farrell [S]. James 
[ 13-151, Morrison [ 171, and Muirhead [ 181. Here we aim to show that it 
is possible to discuss a K-invariant central limit theorem on ?9’? usjng the 
theory of harmonic analysis on symmetric spaces that has been worked out 
by Harish-Chandra and Helgason. The discussion of the central limit 
theorem will use methods analogous to those of Cramer [3], Dym and 
McKean 141, and Feller [6]. 
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Our methods are special to the case of limit theorems for groups on 
which one can do harmonic analysis. Methods based on martingales, 
semigroups, stochastic difference, or differential equations can produce 
more general results. But the methods of harmonic analysis can give more 
detailed information. 
There are many papers on central limit theorems for Lie groups as we 
mentioned already in [20,21]. We should add here the paper of 
Bougerol [2] and the volume 1271. 
By “harmonic analysis,” we mean the analysis of a function into integrals 
of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian and other G-invariant differential 
operators on f19,. Here “G-invariant” means commuting with the action of 
G on .Ts,. The Luplace operator corresponding to the arc length ct.? above is 
A = Tr( ( Y (?/J Y)‘), (1/? Y = (i( 1 + 6,,) (:/?!,,,). (1.4) 
It is not hard to show that this operator is indeed G-invariant. Later we 
will say a little more about such differential operators. 
We consider ranclonr uariahles Y in :q, with densit?, ,f‘( Y) in L’($,, dp,,), 
.f‘ 3 0, where 
denotes the G-invariant measure on A$. Then if S is a measurable subset of 
:e9,, the prohahility that the random variable Y, with density ,f; is in S is 
P(YES)=j .flY)dp,,(Y)= [ .f‘(K?l) 4% Y E 5 -fryIts 
where dg denotes Haar measure on G = GL(n, 5X). Note that the left and 
right invariant Haar measures are the same in this case; i.e., GL(n, R) is a 
unimodular group. There are many possible analogs of the mean and the 
standard deviation as is the case for R”. We will return to this subject in 
Section 3 (see (3.1) and (3.2)). 
Here use consider on!,, K-invariant random variables Y; i.e., we will 
ulwa~~s assume that the density function f‘ satisfies: 
.f( YCkl I= f( Y) for all Yc$ and lip K= O(n). 
It will often be helpful to identify such a function ,f on .q, with a K-hi- 
invariant function on the group G via 
.f(Cgl) =J‘k) for all g E G. 
The composition Y, 0 Yz of two K-invariant random variables Y, and Yz 
on .$ is defined to be that coming from multiplication of the corresponding 
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group elements. If Y, has the density function jj, j= 1, 2, then Y, ~1 Y? has 
the density convolution fi * fi, assuming that Y, and Yz are independent: 
Here d-v is Haar measure on G. To see this, note that 
, 
=! flkl) i‘ f,(g, ‘~1 dwdg, K,EG’ WE s
=.I ( f, * ./i I( rv) dw. ,, t s 
There are two types of coordinates which will prove useful in our 
calculations. One is called polar coordinates for an element Y of yn, 
defined by 
y=a[k]=‘kak=km ‘ak with kg-K 
and 
aEA= 
(1.7) 
a, > 0, j= l,..., tr 
1 
The existence of this decomposition is the spectral theorem for symmetric 
matrices. Note that (1.7) implies a related decomposition on the group 
level: G = KAK. This is an analog of the Euler angle decomposition of O(3) 
used later in evaluating some integrals (see (2.21)). 
The polar coordinates (1.7) show that K x A is a (2” n! )-fold covering of 
Cyn. For the entries of the diagonal matrix a in Y = ark] are the eigenvalues 
of Y and are thus unique up to the action of the Weyl group W of per- 
mutations of the u,, as well as the group A4 of diagonal matrices with + 1 
or - 1 as diagonal entries. Note that both Wand M can be viewed as sub- 
groups of K= O(n). 
We will need to know the following formulas for the three defining quan- 
tities for the geometry and analysis of PH: ds’, dp,, and A (formulas proved 
in Muirhead [ 1 S] and Terras [22], for example). The arc length in polar 
coordinates is 
,* 
ds’= 1 a,: ’ daf + 2 c (4 -a,) ,yz 
,= I ISI</<” a,ai “’ 
(1.8) 
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where X = (x,,) = dk k - ‘. The G-invariant volume dp, in polar coordinates is 
dp,, = c, J(a) da dk, 
where 
(1.9) 
dk = Haar measure on K, with 
s 
dk= 1. 
ti 
The Laplacian on 9, has the following expression in polar coordinates: 
(1.10) 
with r?/dx,, dual to x,, as in (1.8). 
The other useful type of coordinates is partial Zwasawa coordinates given 
by the following formula for Y in the space $: 
This decomposition is easily shown to exist by multiplying out the matrices 
and solving for the new variables in terms of the old coordinates of Y. It is 
a generalization of completing the square. Then we have the following for- 
mulas for d.y’, dp,,, and A in partial Iwasawa coordinates: 
d.+=ds’,.+(u’+ dw)‘+2w’P’V[d.y] 
See Maass [16, pp. 222251 or Terras [22] for proofs. 
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If we apply the partial Iwasawa coordinate decomposition again to I. 
and keep on repeating the process, the result is the fill In~a.ww~r coordinutc 
decomposition 
as in ( 1:7) and 
Y= a[n] with LIE A. 
(1.13) 
Many other names have been attached to ( 1.13). Even number theorists 
have not been able to agree on a name. For example, Siegel called it “the 
Jacobi transformation,” while Weil calls it “Babylonian reduction.” 
Numerical analysts call it the LDU factorization, and get it by Gaussian 
elimination. I call ( 1.13 ) “Iwasawa coordinates” because the corresponding 
group level decomposition G = KAN was obtained for quite general groups 
by Iwasawa and it generally goes by this name in the group representations 
literature. Thus the reductive Lie group G is written as a product of com- 
pact, abelian, and nilpotent Lie groups. 
Partial Iwasawa coordinates have many uses in multivariate statistics; 
e.g., in computations of partial correlations (cf. Anderson [ 11. Morrison 
[ 171, Muirhead [ 181, and Terras [X!]). 
We can study Fourier transforms of K-invariant random variables on I<,; 
i.e., ckiructeristic jimctions, using the work of Harish-Chandra and 
Helgason (see [8811] and Terras [ 32--241). Let us just sketch the main 
results here. 
Of course, harmonic analysis on ,$, means the resolution of a density 
into eigenfunctions of the G-invariant differential operators like A. Selberg 
[19] proved (cf. Maass [16, p. 641 and Terras [32]) that the operators 
1 < v <II, form an algebraically independent basis for the c.ornnzututicc’ 
algebra O(f19,) 2 @CL, ,..., L,,] of all G-invariant differential operators on $, 
Thus $, differs somewhat from R” which had only one generator for its 
algebra of invariant differential operators. 
We have basic eigenfunctions for all the operators in D(&). These 
should be viewed as analogs of the exponentials exp( ‘CIS), for u, .Y E R”. The 
’ Commutative, thanks to the existence of the geodesic-reversmg [sometry. 
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basic eigenfunctions for .q, are the poiver functions defined for YE $, and 
sEC” by 
P,( Y) = ii I Y,l ‘I, where Y= , Y,E.<, (1.15) 
,:I 
and / Y,j = det( Y,). It is easily proved that these power functions are indeed 
eigenfunctions for the operators L in II($); i.e., 
LP,( Y) = j.,.(s)p,( Y), iL(S) E @, 
(see Maass [ 16, p. 691 or Terras [22] ). 
It is useful to renormalize, setting Y = Z[t], 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
Note that p,s(Z[ t] ) = j;( t ) defines a homomorphism on the triarzgzdar group 
T = AN consisting of the matrices t of the form (1.17). This fact can be used 
to prove (1.16). Moreover, it provides a connection between the theory of 
special functions on $, and the theory of group representations (a connec- 
tion that will not be pursued here). We shall write 
p,(qt])= n q+, l1.*)01+1I~ (1.18) 
I~/<,1 
Then it can be shown (see Terras [22]) that the eigenvalue of the 
Laplacian acting on the power function (1.18) is 
i.,=r;‘+ . +rz+(n~n’)/48. (1.19) 
The Helguson~Fourier transform of’ a szrituhle (e.g., compactly supported 
infinitely differentiable) K-invuriarzt Jirtzction ,fl .$, 4 @ is defined for s E @‘I 
by 
.i‘b) = j,, p .f‘c Y)p,( Y) d&( Y). 
‘n 
(1.20) 
One can extend the transform in the standard way to a space of Schwartz, 
L’ or L* functions, and beyond. We will not go into the details here (see 
Helgason [ 11, pp. 454-466, 4891). 
We can rewrite the transform (1.20) using polar coordinates via (1.9) as 
.i‘(s) = c, j f(u) h,(a) J(a) da, utA 
(1.21) 
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where h,(a) denotes the (tonal) spherical ,function’ corresponding to the 
power function p, ; i.e., 
h,(a) = J‘ p,s(aCh-l) dh-. (1.22) 
hth 
It is clear that h,s( Y) has the defining properties of a (zonal) spherical 
function. For it is a K-invariant eigenfunction of all the G-invariant 
differential operators L E D(Pn) and h,(Z) = 1. It was proved by Harish- 
Chandra (for more general G) that all zonal spherical functions have the 
form (1.22) (see Helgason [ 11, p. 4181, Terras 1221). This fact is central to 
the proof that eigenfunctions of convolution integral operators on gn are 
also eigenfunctions of the operators LED($) (see Selberg [19], Terras 
[22, 231). Thus, after some calculation, one finds that spherical functions 
can also be characterized as K bi-invariant functions h on G which satisfy 
the integral equation: 
,. 
! h(.wy) du = h(x) h(y) for all s, J’ in G. ( I .23 ) kth - 
It can be shown (see Helgason [S; 9; 11, p. 4541 or Terras [22,24]) that 
the HelgasonFourier transform ( 1.19) has the following properties: 
THEOREM I. Properties of the Helgason-Fourier transform oj’ K-in- 
uariant jimctions on 9,: 
(1) Inversion formula. Suppose that fi <‘p, -+ C is K-inoariant and 
illjinitely dlfferentiahle with compact support. Therr 
u&=fi f( j/2 1 
, = , j(27-n) 7P’ 
and L’,,(S) denotes the Harish-Chandra c-function given hj* 
c,,(s) = n 
B(t,s,+ ... +s,++(j-i+ 1)) 
B(+, $(j-i+ 1)) ’ IS.r<,zs,~ 1 
arzd y = (i ,... ~ f, a( 1 -n)). Here B(x, y)= T(x) f(~~)/r(.u +y). 
’ We will usually drop “zonal” from the name 
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(2) Convolution property. Zf f and g are K-invariant functions as in 
(1) then 
.fG=p. i. 
(3) G-invariant differential operators changed to multiplication by a 
polynomial. If L E D(Pn) and f is as in (1 ), then 
where L* is the adjoint operator to L with respect to the G-invariant measure 
dp,; i.e., 
1 ~e.~ n Kf)(Y) g(Y)&,,=jyE,qfV') (L*gNY)d~,,. n 
(4) Plancherel theorem. Let c(( s) = w,, ]c,,(s)~~‘. For .f as in ( 1 ), bt’e 
have 
Moreover, the Fourier transform can be extended to an isometry between 
L2(Pn/O(n), dp,,) and functions of s which are square integrable with respect 
to a(s) ds and invariant under permutations qf the r-variables (1.18). 
Note that, just as for G = SL(2, R) in Terras 120,211, there does not 
appear to be an analog of the dilation property of the Fourier transform 
on R”, 
Let us now consider the solution of the heat equation on $ as given by 
Gangolli [7]. The problem is to find u( Y, t) such that 
g (Y, t)=A,u(Y, t) for YE q,, f > 0, U( Y, 0) =.f( Y). (1.24) 
Here A y denotes the Laplacian (1.4) and ,f( Y) denotes some given 
K-invariant heat density on gn. One can proceed formally and take the 
Helgason-Fourier transform of both sides with respect to the Y variable, 
obtaining 
a 
2-i 
lqs, t) = /Id(S) ti(s, t). 
Therefore. 
zi(s, t) =f( Y) exp(tA,(s)) with AA,(s) as in (1.19). 
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It follows from the convolution property in Theorem 1 that 
u=.f * G,. where G,(J) = exp(ti,(s)). (1.25) 
The inversion formula from Theorem 1 (extended to Schwartz functions) 
gives an integral expression for G,, which is the best we can do at this 
point. It seems natural to view G, as an analog of the normal density. 
2. SOME INVESTIGATIONS OF ASYMPTOTKS OF 
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS ON 9 II 
In order to imitate the discussion in 120, 211 of the central limit theorem 
for SO(2)invariant densities on the Poincare upper half plane H (which 
can be identified with SL(2, R)/SO(2)), we will need an asymptotic formula 
for the spherical function /I,$( Y) as Y approaches the identity matrix. 
In [20, 211, we claimed that the central limit theorem for rotation 
invariant densities on the Poincart upper half plane followed from the 
following asymptotic formula: f’ II 11r 0 
h I 7 + ,/Lo e--".2k = > 
P as r -+O, 0 ,lZ+rr(cosh r)-J,(pr) 
- 1 -+r2p’ as r+O. 
(2.1 ) 
Here P,,(Z) is the Legendre function and J,(Z) is the Bessel function. 
Actually for the central limit theorem we need to know Znd-order terms 
exactly and thus we really need the following formulas, using the standard 
power series for the Gauss hypergeometric function, 
It follows that, as r + 0, 
P ,,+,,(coshr)-1+~f-ip)2~(l-coshr)-1-~(~+p”)r’. 
Thus when II = 2, the zonal spherical function has the following asymptotic 
expansion: 
er 0 
A,;., + ‘1’ 
c > 
-I-(a+p?)r’ as r-to. 
Or’ 
(2.2) 
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This does not change the fact that the central limit theorem holds for iden- 
tically distributed rotation-invariant sequences of independent random 
variables on H. In fact (2.2) is even “better” than (2.1 ) in the sense that the 
coefficient of Y’ is exactly the eigenvalue of the Laplacian corresponding to 
the spherical function; i.e., 
Ah I!1 + ‘,I’ 
The arguments of [20, 211 hold exactly as before. 
Despite the problem noted above, it is still useful to generalize (2.1) to 
the space q9,. We can do this for general n using Helgason [ 12, Lemma 
4.31 and some expansions of James [ 13-151. This will not give us a central 
limit theorem, however. For that, we must generalize (2.2). We shall do 
that only in the case that II = 3, using the Taylor expansion of the zonal 
spherical function. 
Let us first discuss Helgason’s Lemma 4.3 from [ 121 in our case. First 
we will need some preliminaries from the theory of symmetric spaces and 
Lie groups. We saw in Section 1 that any matrix g in GL(n, R‘I can be 
decomposed (uniquely) into In~asa~~ coordinutes: 
g = kun. k~h-, UEA, tzeN. (2.3) 
Write k=K(g), a=A(g), n=N(g). 
Corresponding to (2.3), we have an Iwasawa decomposition of the Lie 
algebra 9 of G, which is the tangent space to G at the identity equipped 
with a Lie bracket coming from the identification of tangent vectors with 
left G-invariant first-order differential operators (vector fields) on G. In our 
case, we have 
g = gl(n, R) = R”^“, with Lie bracket [X. Y] = XY- YX. (2.4) 
The Lie algebra Iwasall*a decomposition is: 
g=fOa@n, where 
f=o(n)= jXEg / ‘Jr= -xi., 
a = (XE g / Xdiagonall, 
(2.5) 
n = {Xc g ( Xis upper triangular, 0 on the diagonal ). 
The tangent space to $ at I can be identified with: 
p= {XEIRYX” 1 ‘X=X). (2.6) 
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And we can clearly write 
p = a @ q, with a as in (2.5) 
and 
q = { XE p 1 diagonal entries of X are 0). 
(2.7) 
We will use the following notation for XE p: 
X=H+ Y. HE (I, YE 9, H= a(X), Y= q(X). (2.8) 
Because .$, is a symmetric space coming fom the Lie group G, we have a 
Cartan involution 8: g + g given by H(X) = --IX. If gI denotes the geodesic- 
reversing isometry of PR at the identity, then (do), = 0 1 p. We can therefore 
write, for XE p, 
q(X)= -(z+e(z))+2z=z+‘z for some Z E n. (2.9) 
Now, it is not, in general, true for X, Y E g, that we have 
exp(X) exp( Y) = exp(X+ Y). Instead there is an expansion called the 
Campbell-Baker-Hausdorffformulu. Here we give only the first two terms: 
exp(tX)exp(tY)=exp(t(X+ Y)++t*[X, Y]+O(t3)), (2.10) 
for X, YE g and t E I&! assumed to be small. 
It follows that if HE a, k E K, t E R (small), 
exp(rH[k]+O(t~))=exp(-t(Z+B(Z))exp(ta(H[k]))exp(2tZ), (2.11) 
for some Z E n. Note that in (2.11), 
exp(-t(Z+@Z)))EK. ev(WHlkl)) E 4 exp( 2tZ) E N. 
Thus, the following lemma has been proved. 
LEMMA I (Helgason [ 12, Lemma 4.31. Suppose thut HE a und 
k E K= O(n), using the notation (2.5). Then we huve the following asymptotic 
relation as t approaches 0: 
A(ev(Wkl) - exp(MHCkl)), 
where we use the notation set up in (2.3) and (2.8). 
This lemma has as an immediate consequence an asymptotic formula for 
the spherical function (1.22). Suppose that for HE a we write 
h, E R. 
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Then we normalize the power function as in (1.18) to obtain 
P,(exp H) = fj exp(h,o,), 
,=I 
(2.12) 
with II, = s, + . t + s,, = Y, + i,j- {(PI + 1 ). Lemma 1 says that 
p,(exp(tHCkl))-p.~(exp(ta(HCkl))) as t + 0. 
Now a(H[k]) is just the diagonal part of the symmetric matrix 
Hlkl = (‘kffk,), <r.,<,z for k=(k,..-k,,)EK. (2.13) 
Here k, denotes the jth column of the orthogonal matrix k. So we find that 
p.,(exp(ta(H[k]))) = fi exp(tH[k,] ‘1,) 
j= I 
=exp[rTr(H[k] V)), 
t i h,o,k; 
1. ,= I 
where V is the diagonal matrix with ,jth diagonal entry L’,. The following 
result has now been proved. 
THEOREM 2 (An Asymptotic Formula for the Spherical Function at the 
Identity). If 
s E C”, 
vt’e hat:e the asymptotic formula ,for the spherical .furzction defined by ( 1.22) 
h,(exp(W) -j exp{ t Tr( H[k] V) ) dk? 
kEK=o(,ll 
v= i 01 0 .., 1 v, = s, + + s,, = r, + $( 2j - 
v,’ 
n - 1). 
0 
The analog for a complex Lie group such as GL(n, C) of the integral 
over K appearing in Theorem 2 is called a “bi-spherical function” by 
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Helgason [ 11, p. 4231, who views it times J-“‘(H) as a function of 2 
variables, one in :T, and one in p, Here J(H) is the ratio of the volume 
elements in p and G/K. 
James [13-l 51 has extensively studied such functions as the integral 
appearing in Theorem 2, with a view towards statistical applications (see 
also Farrell [S] and Muirhead [ 181). We need to review some of this 
work. In the notation of James, the integral of interest is 
,,E,‘;’ I( X, Y) = jA F h exp { Tr( .%I Yk ’ ) i elk for X. YEp. (2.14) 
James obtains an expansion of this integral in a series of zonal 
polynomials associated to partitions 
K = (k, ,..., k,,) of k; i.e.. h-=/k, + .” +k,,, 
with k, 3 k, > I?,, > 0, and k, E L. Note that we are allowing the parts 12, 
to vanish. 
DEFINITION. If ti = (k, ,..., k,,) and 2 = (I, ,,.., I,,) are two partitions of k 
and if k, > I, for the first index j for which the parts are unequal, then WC 
say ti > i. and the monomial 
That is, we use the lexicographic order. 
DEFINITION. The ;orzul pol~v~omial C,( Y), for partition K, YE ;?9, with 
eigenvalues U, . . . . . II,,, is defined to be a symmetric homogeneous polynomial 
of degree I; in a ,,..., u,, such that 
(1 ) the term of highest weight is 
li,Uf~ u;y 
(3) C, is an eigenfunction of the Laplacian and A*C’, = j-C,, where 
.A* = the part of A + 
coming from the a, variables; that is (cf. ( l.lO)), 
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(3) (Tr Y)k = C,, C,(Y), where the sum runs over all partitions of k 
into II parts some of which may vanish. 
LEMMA 2. The eigenvulue 3. in the preceding defi’nition is 
1. = 1 k,(k, - i) + k(n - 1 ). 
Proof: See Muirhead [ 18, p. 2291. 
It is possible to express the zonal polynomials C, in terms of the 
following mononu’ul symnzetric ,finctions corresponding to a partition 
ti = (k, ,..., k,,). 
DEFINITION. If Y = u[k], for u E A, k E K, then 
where the sum is over all choices I = (i, ,..., i,, 1 of p distinct integers in 
i 1, 2,..., II ). For example, 
M,,,(Y)=u,+ ..’ +u,,=Tr(Y), 
M,?,( Y) = uf + + LIZ = Tr( Y’), 
M (1.1) (Y)=u,u?+ ..’ +u,tr,,+u2u3+ “’ +u,, ,u,,. 
Clearly, 
M ,1,,,(Y)=~(Mf,,(Y)-M,,,(Y)i. 
Now is is easy to compute the first few zonal polynomials 
EXAMPLE 1. h-=1. 
C,, ,( Y) = M,, ,( Y) = Tr( Y). 
EXAMPLE 2. k=2. 
C,,,(Y) = M,2,( Y) + ($1 M (1.1 ,(Y). 
C,,.,,(Y) = (fi) M(,,,,(Y). 
For a proof, see Muirhead [ 18, pp. 231-2321. 
Finally, we can state the expansion for ,Fc’(X, Y) obtained by James 
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“FgyX Y) = J,,, exp{Tr(XkYk ‘)l dk 
=&AF 
C,(X) C,(Y) 
C,(O ’ 
where the second sum is over cl11 partitions K oj’k. 
For the proof, see Muirhead [ 18, pp. 2433244, 258-2601. The main step 
is the proof of the following formula: 
i C,(XkYk ‘)dk= C,(X) C,( Y) 
C,(I) J ASK 
Thus, in particular, if 
i 
h, 0 
Hz ‘., 
0 h,, 
we obtain the expansion: 
(2.15) 
! exp(Tr(HkVk ‘1; dk il t K 
= 1 +A Tr(H)Tr(V)+ 
n 
+ higher order terms. (2.16) 
Since Theorem 2 is only good to first order, we do not expect this expan- 
sion to hold for the spherical function h,(exp H), though we do expect 
some similarity. 
Next let us do the Taylor expansion of lz,(exp H) directly when n = 3. 
The differential operators appearing in the expansion will be evaluated at 
H = 0 and they can be identified with G-invariant differntial operators 
L E D(Pn) evaluated at I (see Helgason [ 9, 111 and Terras [ 221). This is an 
important part of the proof of Harish-Chandra’s formula for the spherical 
function (1.22). So, making use of the symmetry of the function in the h.,, 
we obtain the following form of the expansion, where /iI = i, + . + i,: 
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= 1 +(cc,(r, + ... +r,)+b,)(h, + ... +h,,) 
+ {cb(r:+ ... +rz)+/?2(r, + ... +r,?)’ 
+y2(r,+ ... +r,,)+~?~)(hf+ t.. +hi) 
+ { a,(rf + + r;?,) + [j3(r, + + r,,)? 
+ y3(r1 + + r,7) + 6, j 
x (h, h, + . + h, , h,,) + higher order terms. (2.17) 
Here r E C” is related to s E @” as in Theorem 2 and (1.18). 
The first-order terms in (2.17) are easy to find when n = 3. Here let 
k = (k,kzk,) E K = O(3); i.e., k, denotes the jth column of the 3 x 3 rotation 
matrix k. Then 
p,>(a[k]) = a[kl]~” la[kl k,]j”’ 1~1” 
=a[k,]“{a[k,] u[kz] -(‘k,ak,)‘l‘? IalAi. 
And 
3 
ark,] = C a,kz, 
,=I ” 
‘k,ak,= i k,,a,k,,, Ial =uIazu3. 
/= I 
Therefore, we have 
~~.s(a[k])=s,~~k,]~i~’ kf,ajla[k,kz]l’z l~ll’~ 
+sza[k,]“l la[k, kr]l,‘2-- ’ luls3 a, 
x {k;lu[k,] +k,22u[k,]-2(‘k,akJ k,,k,,i 
+s,a[k,]” la[k,k,]l’z Ial”. (2.18) 
Ifweseth,=hz=h3=0,thena[k]=Zandweobtain 
==s,k;, +s,(k,: +kf,)+s,. (2.19) 
h, = 0 
, = 1.1.3 
It is well known (see, for example, [26]) that since k,, is the entry of an 
irreducible representation of O(3), we have the formula 
c kf, dk = 4. ksK (2.20) 
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You can check this using the Euler ungle rkonzposition (see Vilenkin 125, 
pp. 106, 435-4401 or Wawrzynczyk [26, pp. 287-291 I): 
cos c1 sin c( 0 1 0 0 cos y sin 7 0 
k= 
i 
- sin u cos cd 0 
ii 
0 cosfl sin fl -sin? cosy 0 
0 0 1. 0 -sinfl cosfl It 0 0 1 1 
cos c( cos it- cos /j sin I sin 1 (2.21 ) 
-sinrcosy-cosacosj?sin; 
sin /I sin ; 
cos r sin ;j + cos fl sin ci cos 7 sin a sin b 
-sinasiny+coscccosjcos~ cosasinj 
~ sin /I cos ;’ cos p i 
Thus, for example, 
One can use permutation matrices to see that all the integrals jkth. h$ clli 
must be equal. We would also evaluate them using James’ formula (2.16). 
It follows that 
’ L 
“~~~ -& Pl(UC~l) 
I 1 I+=0 cl/k = ; (s, + 2s: + 3s, ). (2.22) 
,= 1.12 
Recall that (as in (2.12 )) 
Therefore the right-hand side of (2.22) can be rewritten as 
(2.23 ) 
which is exactly the first-order term in (2.16) for II = 3. 
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Let us now compute the second derivative (a sum of 10 terms): 
~p,(u[k,)=s,(s, - l)a[kJ-” kf,k;,a;u, la[k,kz]lSZ lal” 
J ’ 
+ G,s,u[k,]” ’ kf,u, lu[k,kz]lSZ lul.v3 
+ s,s,a[k,]” ’ kf, la[klk,]l”’ ’ a,~, 
x (k;,u[k,] + k,‘,a[k,] - 2(‘k,uk,) k,, k,,) lul”’ 
+s,s,u[k,]+‘k;, ~u[k,k~]~32%z,u, 
x (kf,u[k,] +k$[k,] -2(‘k,uk,) kr,kr2) lu(“’ 
+s,s,u[k,]“‘p’ (kf,u;+k;,q) lu[k,k2]/‘2 lul’” 
+s,u[k,]“’ lu[k,k2]lhzm ’ 
xu,uj{kf,kfz+ kf,k;, -2k,,k,,k,,k;-,) Jul” 
+szu[k,]“ lu[k,k,]l”‘m’a,S,, 
x {kf,u[k,] +k;:u[k,] -2(‘k,ak,) k,,k,,l IuI’~ 
+s~(s- l)u[k,]“’ lu[k,k~]l”~Zu,u; 1~11’~ 
x (k;,u[kz] +kflu[k,] -2(‘k,ukz) ki,k,z) 
x (k;,u[kJ +k;>u[k,] -2(‘k,ukJ k,,k,,) 
+s,s,u[k,]“’ lu[k,k,]l”‘~ ’ /al”’ 
x {u,(kf,u[kJ + kflu[k,] -2(‘k,uk,) k,,kJ 
+u,(k;,a[kJ+k;+[k,]-2(‘k,uk,)k;,k,,)) 
+s:u[k,]“ lu[krkJi2 Ial”“. 
If we set h, = h, = h, = 0, we obtain 
=s,(.s-l)kf,k;,+&,kf,s, 
hk = 0 
k = I.?,3 
+s,szk;,(k;, +k,‘,)+G&kf, +k;J 
+ s,s,kf,(kf, + k;?,) 
+s,(kf,k,‘,+ kfzk;, -2k,,ki2k,,k,2} 
+ SAS, - 1 )(kf, -t kfz)(k;, + k;J 
+ s,s,(kf, + k;,) + s,s,(kf, + k;? + k;, + k/?Z) + sy;. 
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To integrate over K, we need some integral formulas: 
(2.24) 
These formulas are easily proved using the Euler angle formula (2.21) or 
formula (2.16). 
It follows that when i=,j we have 
8 8 2 +15.s,.Y’+15 , 2(.S7-- ‘,‘j .s,.s;+; .s~SJ+S: 
Using (2.23) this is the same as 
&(L$ + c; + I+, + &(l‘,t:, + L’, l’i + 1’~Uj)S $0, - v3) 
= A( rf + r; + r;, + & (r,~,+~,~,+~,~,l-~. 
We are not interested in the terms with i #j since they will disappear in 
the central limit theorem. So our expansion becomes (as H + 0) 
h,(exp HI - 1 + $(r, + r2 + r3)/h, + 1~~ + 11~) 
+~~~33(r~+r~+r~)+2(r,r~+r,r3+r~rj)- 1 )(hf+/7~+h:) 
+p(r)(h,h,+171hJ+Iz,17i)+higherorderterms. (2.25) 
Here p(r) is a symmetric polynomial of degree 2 which we will not need to 
evaluate. 
Note that the coefficient of /I: + /I$ +/I: is not the eigenvalue of A given in 
( 1.19). This has consequences for the next section. 
3. LIMITS 
If we now seek to imitate our discussion from [20; and 21, pp. 156-1621. 
we find that the result for :‘t, is somewhat different from that for the 
Poincare upper half plane. 
Let iY,i,,., be a sequence of independent K-invariant random variables 
on q,, each having the same density function j”(Y). We will assume the 
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vanishing of the means with respect to the 17, = log a,, where ui denotes the 
,jth eigenvalue of Y, and we will also assume that the covariance matrix 
with respect to the 17, is the identity: i.e., we assume via (1.9) that the 
following integral formulas hold: 
“,l i 
h,,f(exp H) J(exp H) dh =O. j = I...., ii; (3.1 
II t n 
Here 
()I, c 
h,h,,f‘(exp H) J(exp H) d7 = ii,,, 1 < i, j < II. (3.2 
H t u 
The constant oII and the Jacobian J(a) are given in ( I .9). 
Consider the composition (defined in the paragraph preceding ( 1.6)) 
s,,= Y,’ “’ Y,. 
We will normalize S, as follows. Let h, = log a,, where II, denotes the jth 
eigenvalue of Y. Then normalize by replacing h, by 13 ’ ‘/I,. Call the 
resulting random variable ST. The characteristic function of the normalized 
random variable is 
d.~:(J)= {c,, ~Hca.f(exp HI h,,(exp(v ’ “H)) J(exp H) dH}* (3.3) 
Here we have used the convolution property of the Fourier transform from 
Theorem 1. 
Now let us assume that II = 3 and use (2.25) to see that, as v approaches 
infinity, the term inside the parentheses in (3.3) is asymptotic to 
.f(exp HI Jtexp H) dH 
h,,f’(exp H) J(exp H) dH r ’ ir, 
3 41’ ,=, 
i hf,fexp H) J(exp H) dH 
,=I 
rf + 2 c r,ri- 1 
l,c,<,S3 
+‘/f,. ,<,;,<, ’ ” 
h h f‘(exp H) J(exp H) dH p(r) 
3011 . . 
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Now (3.1) and (3.2) imply that as v approaches infinity, 
- exp 1 3Cr:+r~+r:]+2[r,rz+r,r,+~?~j]-l 10 1. 
Here ,F E C3 is the function of r E C3 specified in (2.23). Recalling ( 1.19) we 
see that the limit characteristic function does not appear to be related in a 
simple way to 
expj t(r: + rg + rs - +)I, 
the Fourier transform of the fundamental solution of the heat equation. 
By the convolution theorem we see that the limit density is 
where F, is the function on .YJ whose HelgasonFourier transform is 
exp{t(r,r,+r,r,+r,r,)). 
Here G, is the fundamental solution of the heat equation from (1.25). 
THEOREM 3 (The Central Limit Theorem for dp,). Suppose thut i Y,,),12, 
is a sequerzce qf Independent, SO(3 )-invariunt random vuriahles in .T7, each 
huring the sunze density function f( Y). And suppose thut the derzsity satisfies 
(3.1 ) and (3.2). Let S,, = Y, I . t~’ Y,, he normaked us irz (3.3). Tlze rzor- 
wzaked variable has densit? function f ,r Then for nzeaszuahle sets S in :‘+, we 
have, as tz + ‘cc, 
s sf,?( Y) 44 Y) -e”” 1 G,,,, * F,d Y) 44 Y). .s 
Here G, is the fi.uzdamental solutiorz ef’ the heat equation fLonz (1.25) arzd 
its He&son-Fourier tran?form is 
G,(s(r)) = exp{ t(r{ + rt + rf - 4) i 
and F, izus Helgason-Fourier trarz~fornz 
 ^
F,(s(r))=exp(t(r,r,+rlr3+rzr3)~. 
Note tlzat w’e have reparameterized the HelgasonPFourier transform ( 1.2 I ) 
using the charzge qf‘ variables (2.23) fronz s-variables to r-variables. 
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Proof We need only to argue that the limiting behavior of densities 
mirrors that of their Fourier transforms. To see this, recall the inversion 
and Plancherel formulas from Theorem 1. Let p be an infinitely differen- 
tiable function with compact support on 9”. Let da(r) denote the spectral 
measure in part (1) of Theorem 1, using the r-variables from ( 1.18) rather 
than the s-variables of Theorem 1. Then, by the dominated convergence 
theorem, we have 
lim 
i’ fR ( Y) /It Y) 44 Y) ,I - x1 .‘4 
= lim 
,?’ x 
=.I Rcr=O 
1 
=exp 20 ! IJ (G3:,o * F,:, I( Y) B( Y) 41. P E P? 
Here we are using the fact (proved by Helgason [ 11, p. 4581 that spherical 
functions are bounded and thus if f is in L’(pX, dp), then f(s(r)) is boun- 
ded for Re r = 0. Next let fl approximate the indicator function of a set in 
yj to complete the proof. 1 
It appears very likely that a similar central limit theorem holds for O(n)- 
invariant random variables on :‘+,, since we expect the generalization of 
(2.25) to arbitrary n to look much like (2.16). In particular, it seems that 
there must be a simpler way to do the analog of the integrals (2.24). But we 
will not consider the general case here. 
It might appear strange that if we let Y be the random variable with den- 
sity the fundamental solution to the heat equation G, (from (1.25)) and 
plug such a Y into Theorem 3 we see a different limiting density. Of course, 
G, may not satisfy the conditions (3.2). But there is another reason why 
our limit density should not necessarily be G,. We have in mind the fact 
that the dilation theorem fails for the HelgasonFourier transform. That is, 
if D,f(exp H) =f(exp( tH)) for t E [w, HE a, we have 
D,f(4r)) fftdtr)) in general. 
Here s(r) denotes the transformation from r to s(r) as in (2.23). 
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